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ViBE - Viking Bassoon Ensemble

Carl Rath, director
Susan McCardell, Lawrence Academy of Music
Guest Artists: LAM Bassoon Studio
    Jeffrey Stannard, trumpet
    John Daniel, trumpet
    Ricardo Jimenez, vocals

Sunday, May 26, 2019
5:00 p.m.
Harper Hall
From *Enigma Variations*  
Nimrod  
Edward Elgar  
(1857-1934)  
arr. Carl Rath  
(b. 1953)

*LAM Bassoon Studio*  
Gabby Delany, bassoon  
Caleb Gray, bassoon  
Merry Griffin, bassoon  
Harley Juadis, bassoon  
Preston Kroes, bassoon  
Emily Lillo, bassoon  
Hannah Swan, bassoon  
Esther Teresinski, bassoon  
Jet Toeppler, bassoon  
Barb Wagner, bassoon  
Susan Lawrence McCardell, contrabassoon  
Emilia Jackson, conductor

*Concerto per il Clarino*, H. VIIe/1  
II. Andante  
III. Allegro  
Joseph Haydn  
(1732-1809)  
arr. Phil Wood  
(b. 1946)

Jeffrey Stannard, trumpet  
Phillip Knisely, bassoon  
Stuart Young, bassoon  
Sara Prostko, bassoon  
Emilia Jackson, bassoon  
Hank Laritson, bassoon  
Kol Peduk, bassoon  
Nate Mitchell, bassoon  
Susan Lawrence McCardell, contrabassoon  
Carl Rath, conductor
Chicago ViBE
James Pankow/Robert Lamm/Peter Cetera
arr. Rath
Phillip Knisely, bassoon
Sara Prostko, bassoon
Emilia Jackson, bassoon
Hank Laritson, bassoon
Kol Peduk, bassoon
Nate Mitchell, bassoon
Susan Lawrence McCardell, bassoon
Stuart Young, contrabassoon
Carl Rath, conductor

Herb Alpert Medley
Sol Lake/Naomi Neville/Bobby Scott
Burt Bacharach/Ervan “Bud” Coleman
Mikis Theodorakis
arr. Rath
John Daniel, trumpet
Ricardo Jimenez, vocals
Phillip Knisely, bassoon
Stuart Young, bassoon
Sara Prostko, bassoon
Emilia Jackson, bassoon
Hank Laritson, bassoon
Kol Peduk, bassoon/soprano
Nate Mitchell, bassoon
Susan Lawrence McCardell, contrabassoon
Carl Rath, conductor

ENCORE:
Zorba the Greek
Mikis Theodorakis
arr. Rath
John Daniel, trumpet
Ricardo Jimenez, trumpet
ViBE